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Methodology
Guggenheim Directional Allocation Index

Introduction
The Guggenheim Directional Allocation IndexSM is part of the family of indexes offered by Transparent Value using rules-based, published 
analytics. Components of the index are selected in part based on their RBP® probabilities.

RBP®, which stands for Required Business Performance®, is calculated by taking a reverse discounted cash flow approach to determine the 
future business performance required by a company to support its current stock price. RBP® probabilities intend to measure the likelihood that 
a company can deliver the required business performance identified by applying the methodology over specified time periods.

The Guggenheim Directional Allocation IndexSM is constructed as an index of indexes, reallocating weights among the Guggenheim RBP® 
Large-Cap Aggressive IndexSM, the Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Defensive IndexSM, the Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Market IndexSM and a cash 
component (earns 0% return) using a moving average crossover system that accounts for three primary signals: economic condition, consumer 
sentiment and market momentum.

Index Universe
The Guggenheim Directional Allocation IndexSM takes an index-of-indexes approach. The selection universe comprises component stocks of 
Guggenheim RBP® Directional Series IndexesSM and a cash component. The allocations are determined by the moving average crossover system 
at the time of the rebalance.

Index Construction and Rebalancing
The index methodology uses the following indicators as inputs:

Primary Indicators:

▪ 12-month simple moving average (SMA) of The Conference Board® Consumer Confidence Index® (CCI)*. (Positive if the index is above the 
 moving average; negative otherwise)

▪ 6-month SMA of The Conference Board Leading Economic Index® (LEI)*. (Positive if the index is above the moving average; negative 
 otherwise)

▪ 250-day SMA of the Dow Jones U.S. Large-Cap Total Stock Market IndexSM (DWLT). (Positive if the index is above the moving average; 
 negative otherwise)

Secondary Indicators:

▪ 250-day SMA of Guggenheim RBP® Directional IndexesSM. (Positive if the index is above the moving average; negative otherwise)

Component Selection and Holdings:

At each snapshot day, moving averages for the index and each of the underlying indexes are calculated. Reallocations are made when the 
following conditions are met:

▪ In the event that all three primary indicators are positive (above their respective moving average):

 1. The Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Aggressive IndexSM receives an allocation if it is above its moving average.
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 2. The Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Market IndexSM receives an allocation if either of the following is true:

  i. It is above its moving average and the Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Aggressive IndexSM is above its moving average.

  ii. The Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Aggressive IndexSM is below its moving average.

▪ In the event that two of three primary indicators are positive:

 1. The Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Market IndexSM receives an allocation.

▪ In the event that one of three primary indicators is positive:

 1. The Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Market IndexSM receives an allocation if it is above its moving average.

 2. The Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Defensive IndexSM receives an allocation.

▪  In the event that the three primary indicators are negative, current LEI is less than the one-month-prior LEI, and the two-month-prior LEI is  
 less than the three-month-prior LEI:

 1. Cash receives an allocation if all primary signals are negative and at least one of the primary signals was positive at the previous scheduled  
  or unscheduled rebalance.

 2. If the above conditions are not met, the Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Defensive IndexSM receives an allocation if it is above its own moving  
  average.

 3. Cash receives allocation if:

  i. The Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Defensive IndexSM is below its own moving average.

  ii. The Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Defensive IndexSM is above its own moving average, but was below its own moving average at the 
   previous rebalance.

▪  In the event that the three primary indicators are negative and either the current LEI is higher than the one-month-prior LEI, or the 
 two-month-prior LEI is higher than the three-month-prior LEI:

 1. The Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Defensive IndexSM receives an allocation.

Review Frequency
The index is rebalanced quarterly, after the close of third Friday of March, June, September and December.

The index also is rebalanced after the close of any Friday if LEI moves above or below its moving average on the snapshot day, which occurs three 
business days prior to the rebalance day.

Weighting
The Guggenheim Directional Allocation IndexSM allocates weights to the underlying indexes equally based on the number of underlying indexes 
selected to receive an allocation at the time of the rebalance.

Launch Date
The index was first published on June 11, 2012.
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The Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Aggressive Index consists of a basket of stocks in the Dow Jones U.S. Large-Cap Total Stock Market Index selected and weighted in an optimized fashion to maximize RBP® 
Probability and target a beta greater than 1.0 in the aggregate.

The Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Market Index consists of a basket of stocks in the Dow Jones U.S. Large-Cap Total Stock Market Index selected and weighted in an optimized fashion to maximize RBP® 
Probability and target a beta close to 1.0 in the aggregate.

The Guggenheim RBP® Large-Cap Defensive Index consists of a basket of stocks in the Dow Jones U.S. Large-Cap Total Stock Market Index selected and weighted in an optimized fashion to maximize RBP® 
Probability and target a beta less than 1.0 in the aggregate.

Disclaimer

“Guggenheim Directional Allocation IndexSM” is the property of Guggenheim Investments (an affiliate of Guggenheim Partners, LLC) which has contracted with S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC or its affiliate  
(“S&PDJI”) to maintain and calculate the Index. The “Dow Jones U.S. Large-Cap Value Total Stock Market IndexSM” is the property of S&PDJI and/or their third party licensors and has been licensed by S&PDJI 
for use by Guggenheim Investments in connection with the Index. S&PDJI shall have no liability for any errors or omissions in calculating the Index. Guggenheim Investments, is an affiliate of Guggenheim 
Partners, LLC.

An index is unmanaged, not subject to fees and not available for direct investment.

This material is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation to buy, or a recommendation for any security or fund interest, nor does it constitute an offer to provide 
investment advisory or other services. The information provided is the property of Transparent Value, LLC, an affiliate of Guggenheim Partners, LLC (“Guggenheim”). No part of this document may be 
reproduced, stored, or transmitted by any means without the express written consent of Transparent Value, LLC or Guggenheim. The information may not be used to create derivative instruments, such as 
indices or financial models, or used in connection with the issuing, offering, or marketing of any investment vehicle.  No representation or warranty is made by Transparent Value, LLC or any of their affiliates as 
to the sufficiency, relevance, importance, appropriateness, completeness, or comprehensiveness of the information contained herein for any specific purpose. Transparent Value, LLC makes no guarantee that 
its proprietary methodology will be successful. 

Guggenheim Investments, RBP® and Required Business Performance® are registered trademarks of Guggenheim Investments or one of its subsidiaries. No claim is made that RBP can, in and of itself, be used 
to determine which securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them. Inclusion of a security within an index is not a recommendation by Guggenheim Investments to buy, sell, or hold such security, nor is 
it considered to be investment advice.

Guggenheim Investments makes no assurance that any investment products based on the index will accurately track index performance or provide positive investment returns. Guggenheim Investments makes 
no representation regarding the advisability of investing in any such investment fund or other investment product. A decision to invest in any such investment fund or other investment product should not be 
made in reliance on any of the statements set forth in this document. This material is distributed with the understanding that it is not rendering accounting, investment, legal or tax advice. Please consult your 
investment, legal or tax advisor concerning such matters.

It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Index returns do not represent the results of actual trading of investible assets/securities.  Accordingly, indices should not be relied upon to make predictions of 
actual future account performance.  Past performance of an index is not an indication or prediction of future results.  Transparent Value has no obligation to provide recipients hereof with updates or changes 
to data.  The performance of an index does not reflect the reinvestment of dividends and does not reflect the deduction of fees or expenses that an investor may pay to purchase the securities underlying the 
index or any investment fund that is intended to track the performance of the index, which would reduce the returns of the index.

©2024 Guggenheim Partners, LLC. No part of this article may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission of Guggenheim Partners Investment 
Management, LLC.
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Additional information regarding the RBP®  methodology is available at www.rbpinstitute.com.


